1. Proposed concealment shroud, skirt, RRU units and cable sweeps shall be painted to match existing light pole.
2. Design shown assumes exclusion of GPS antenna.
3. Design shown in based on Ampheol WB080X06FX60 antenna, concealment shroud/ skirt by Wireless Structures Consulting, Ericsson RRU32 units.
4. Proposed FRP concealment shroud, skirt and pedestal base shall be painted to match existing light pole.
5. Existing traffic sign(s) to be relocated as required to screen RRU unit.

NOTES:

1. FRP concealment shroud, skirt and pedestal base shall be painted to match existing light pole.
2. Design shown assumes exclusion of GPS antenna.
3. Design shown in based on Ampheol WB080X06FX60 antenna, concealment shroud/ skirt by Wireless Structures Consulting, Ericsson RRU32 units.
4. Existing traffic sign(s) to be relocated as required to screen RRU unit.